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Renewal Reminder and Editorial
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

ware, we have been able to OCR the entire run of the U.S. Postal 
Guides. Prior to the use of this OCR software, we were unable to 
adequately OCR the PGs; now we have. Now, as such, they can 
downloaded, albeit slowly, from Don’s website, http://stampsmart-
er.com/Learning/PostalGuide.html. It is hoped that eventually all 
the PGs, like the Postal Bulletins, will be searchable as a whole.

Finally, I know of only two books that in detail present the 
auxiliary markings for one city, that of Leonard Piszkiewicz for 
Chicago, and Thomas Clarke for Philadelphia. I am presently 
doing this in a limited manner for New York City, so far only for 
‘Held for Postage’-related, ‘Customs’-related, and ‘Deficiency in 
Address’-related markings. Thomas Breske and David Stewart 
have kindly lent me examples of the latter markings types. If 
there are other readers who have collections of other types of 
NYC markings, and will lend them to me, I will add them to my 
compilation. These together will be available on-line.

Enclosed with this newsletter, at the suggestion of Wayne 
Youngblood, is a copy of the renewal form for dues payment for 
2020. It is so easy to put the renewal on the back burner and then 
forget to renew (even I have done this in the past). Our dues have 
remained at a remarkably low $15.00 since the club began its 
existence in 2003! And, if one renews before the end of the year, 
he or she avoids the $3.00 penalty. 

Also enclosed is the ballot for the AMC officers for 2020 to 
2022. Please send your filled-out ballot to Tony Wawrukiewicz 
at the address listed on the ballot.

As mentioned in the last newsletter, my latest book, Further 
Insights into U.S. Postal History, 1794 - 2019, is available through 
the American Philatelic Society at the special APS membersip 
price.

Recently, through my efforts and those of AMC member 
Michael Ludeman and Don Denman, and the ABBYY OCR soft-

APS Stampshow 2019 “Show and Tell” Session
by Ralph H. Nafziger

A “show and tell” session was held on August 1 at the APS 
StampShow in Omaha, NE. Fourteen collectors attended this 
session. A number of unusual auxiliary markings were shown 
and discussed. Among them was a pointing figure enclosing the 
inscription ‘please return this envelope to the post office.’ A clerk 
in Saginaw, MI wanted the Zambesia stamps on the cover. Later, 
he was fired. John Hotchner stated that there are only 10 examples 
of this latter marking known. Also shown was an Indian Territory 
cover sent to the Chicago Sun-Times with a boxed cancel ‘night 
mail.’ It was speculated that the newspaper had a night clerk who 
picked up the mail and distributed it to the desks of the recipients. 
Another cover from NJ to New York City had the marking ‘out of 

commission/return to sender/ if not there 86 1/2.’ Other markings 
included ‘contents pilfered,’ on a cover from South Africa to the 
U.S., ‘Item delayed due to vague address,’ ‘damaged by (railroad) 
cars,’ ‘electricity gone-no current,’ and a cover with two opposite 
clipped off corners indicating disinfected mail. Some such mail 
only has one clipped corner, and a cover with two pointing hands 
in opposite directions. 

Thanks go to Jackie Alton, John Becker, Dr. Steve Berlin, 
Larry Crain, Joe Crosby, John Hotchner, and Alan Warren for 
sharing their covers. 

Gary Hendren brought “freebie” covers with auxiliary mark-
ings from the Postmark Collectors Club Museum.
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New Zealand ‘UNCLAIMED’ Auxiliary Markings
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

The first unclaimed item in Figure 1 is an 1899 Hobart, 
Tasmania to Wellington, New Zealand letter. It is franked with 
what is called a “postage paid handstamp.” It is not considered 
to be a meter. Unlike the subsequent examples this handstamp 
(hs) is circular and the “UNCLAIMED’ part is separate from the 
Wellington hs.

                                           
 
                                       

             
   Figure 1
I now present a series of five unclaimed hs (dated 1912 to 

1958), all which have the new octagon format that includes the 
word ‘UNCLAIMED’ and the city where the letter was unde-
liverable. The 1912 example in Figure 2 is the earliest example 
I have seen so far. It was on an undeliverable May 12, 1912 
domestic, local Christchurch, New Zealand letter franked with 
a one pence stamp.

      Figure 2
  The hs in Figure 3 was on an undeliverable United States 

to Wellington, New Zealand 1940 letter. Note that this hs has a 
different format from the Wellington example in Figure 4. The 
letter was franked at the 5¢ UPU surface rate.

    Figure 3
The hs in Figure 4 was on a Dec. 1940 Hobart, Tasmania to 

Petone, New Zealand undeliverable letter franked at the 2 1/2 
pence rate with a meter. It was ‘UNCLAIMED’ in Wellington 
with the somewhat different hs shown.

    Figure 4
The Figure 5 hs was on an undeliverable 1957 Belgium to 

Auckland, New Zealand first flight cover 

    Figure 5
The final hs was on an undeliverable 1958 Hobart, Tasmania 

to Dunedin, New Zealand letter franked at the four pence rate.

   Figure 6
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Some Cultural Context for the Pointed Hand
by Jeff Lough

The Pointed Hand is more than an auxiliary postal marking.  
It has a history that spans 900 years in helping with textual un-
derstanding, advertising, and popular  entertainment. The Pointed 
Hand has been known by more than a dozen other terms. A couple 
of the more colorful include the “bishop’s fist” and the “mutton 
fist.” Other than postal historians and sign painters, the folks that 
nowadays are most commonly concerned with the Pointed Hand 
are archivists and scholars working with very old manuscripts 
and books. Some of them prefer to use the term “manicule” or 
“little hand or fist.”   

Pointed Hands first appeared in some handwritten Spanish 
manuscripts in the 12th century although they appeared to have 
been described in King William the Conqueror’s Doomsday Book, 
promulgated in England in 1086. Pointed Hands became common 
in 14th and 15th century Italian Renaissance writings, sometimes 
having very elaborate shading and artful cuffs. (Figures 1 and 2).

   Figure 1

   Figure 2

  Manuscript ones often played with the space of the page. 
In some cases they were intentionally made to look like they’re 
extending in from a now invisible reader’s body off the edge of 
the margin. After the popularization of the printing press in the 
1450s, the handwritten version continued as a means to annotate 
printed documents. Early printers used pointed hands to give di-
rections to one another regarding the placement of paragraphs and 
margins. Some of these remained in the finalized printed works. 
In more modern times, besides the postal uses involving return-
ing or forwarding a piece of mail, it had been used as a standard 
typographical symbol marking footnotes. It occasionally has been 
used in magazines and comic books to indicate to the reader that 
a story on the right hand page continues onto the next. 

Hand drawn Pointed Hands have varied widely in size, shape, 
and quality ranging from a simple sketched outline to a detailed 
pointed hand complete with ornate sleeves. Printers’ Pointed 
Hands tend to be restrained in style and rigidly locked into their 
horizontal position alongside the texts they are highlighting. They 
have played a crucial role in the visual vocabulary of advertis-
ing—as well as in public signage (most obviously in “fingerposts”) 
(Figure 3). 

   Figure 3

Figure 4 depicts the printing plate for a Pointed Hand created 
for use by a commercial printer.  

   Figure 4

Figure 5 shows the use of Pointed Hands to give directions and 
warnings on a 1933 Kansas cigarette revenue stamp.

   Figure 5

The manicule has even exercised its iconic power in pop 
culture—perhaps most memorably in the shape of the menacing 
pointing hand that carries out the dirty work for the “blue meanies” 
in the Beatles movie The Yellow Submarine. 

An interesting textual example from the sixteenth century 
occurs in Sir Philip Sidney’s The Countess of Pembroke’s Arca-
dia (1593). In the story of Zelmane and Philoclea, the image of 
a lover kissing the hand of her suffering paramour leads to an 
unlikely cameo by the Pointed Hand: “But Zelmane that saw in 
him the glasse of her owne miserie, taking the hande of Philoclea, 
and with burning kisses setting it close to her lips (as if it should 
stande there like a hande in the margine of a Booke….)”.  He was 
a prominent member of Queen Elizabeth’s court and an important 
poet and novelist.

Endnotes:
Charles Hasler, “A Show of Hands,” Typographica O. S. 

[Occasional Series] 8: (1953), 4-11.

Suzanne Karr, “Constructions both sacred and profane: Ser-
pents, angels, and pointing fingers in Renaissance books with 
moving parts,” Yale University Library Gazette 78: 3-4 (April 
2004), esp. 124-7.  
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Auxiliary Markings Used to Indicate Content
by Jerry Johnson

Most of the articles regarding auxiliary markings in the past 
issues of this newsletter have dealt with problems in the delivery 
of the mail (postage due, held for postage, forwarded, missent, 
return to sender, etc.). This article will cover markings used in the 
19th century for the purpose of indicating the content of material 
in the mailing. The markings are shown correct-sized, and the 
covers are reduced in size.

By way of introduction, one of the more common items was 
third-class mailings in the 1930’s and 1940’s. Figure 1 shows a 
common type used by mailers on pre-printed envelopes.  Some 
merchants did not have such envelopes but made their own labels 
for application to any style envelope (Figure 2). An example from 
current mailings is the use of “Media Mail.” The USPS defines 
such mail as books, video tapes, CDs, DVDs, printed music, and 
educational material, and the rate for this material is less than 
first-class and is described by the USPS as being “cost effective.” 
So auxiliary markings used on the items just discussed are an 
“endorsement of content.”

        

   Figure 1                                                                       

   Figure 2
In March of 1845 the government passed a Postal Act that 

took effect on July 1, 1845. This act was the first time the word 
“circular” was used for printed sheets. Certainly, printed matter 
was sent in the mails long before this act. This new class of “cir-
cular mail” was intended for printed or lithographed circulars, 
handbills, or advertisements; this class of mail was established 
to promote commerce. Postmarks were not required for this mail 
which led to use of the word ‘paid’ coupled with the rate (2, 3, 
etc.). However, in order to ensure the correct rate was used for 
these mailings, a notation was applied to denote the contents. 
Early notations were manuscript and later ones were printed. 
Some examples will now be illustrated. 

Figure 3 shows a circular that was mailed in the period of July 
1, 1845 to March 1847. The rate was two cents per sheet and the 
red cancels indicates the payment ‘PAID’ and the amount ‘2.’ A 
manuscript notation indicates that it was circular mail ‘Printed 
Circular.’

 

   

   Figure 3

In March of 1847 the rate for circulars was raised to three cents 
per sheet (prepaid). This rate remained in effect until July 1 of 
1851. A circular from the American Academy of Arts and Sciences 
is shown in Figure 4. Contents were denoted by a manuscript ‘Cir-
cular Paid.’ Payment was noted by the ‘PAID’ and ‘3’ markings.

 

 
   Figure 4

The original intent of the creation of a rate for printed matter 
was to help organizations promote commerce; however, the rates 
of two and three cents did not really provide “cheap postage.”  Fi-
nally, on July 1, 1851 the rate was reduced to one cent per sheet for 
a distance of up to 500 miles when prepaid. An additional one cent 
was charged for each increment of 500 miles. A price list circular 
is shown in Figure 5; it has a manuscript ‘Printed Sheet’ notation. 
Payment was made with the one cent stamp. The date in the cancel 
was for September 22 (1851) (Year noted in the circular).

 

    Figure 5.

On October 1, 1852 the rate for circulars was set at one cent for 
items weighing up to 3 ounces plus one cent for each additional 
ounce when prepaid. This rate remained in effect until June 30, 
1863. The same rate was based on distance in the period of July 
1, 1851 to October 1, 1852 and after that it was based on weight.   
If there is no date information contained within the circular, then 
there is no way to determine if the rate was based on distance or 
weight in the time frame of July 1, 1851 to June 30, 1863.
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A circular price list for the firm Grants, Belfour & Co is shown 
in Figure 6. Under the company name there are the words Open, 
Printed, Prices and Current. This is somewhat different but does 
use the word ‘Printed.’ The cancel has ‘2 PAID.’ This item was 
submitted as an unpaid circular. Unpaid circulars were charged 
twice the rate for paid items. The date on the circular is March 9, 
1855. On April 1, 1855 the postal regulations no longer allowed 
unpaid items to be mailed.

 

   Figure 6

A circular for death notices is shown n Figure 7. It was mailed 
in 1857 and has a printed ‘Circular’ endorsement. A one cent stamp 
was used for payment.

 

      Figure 7

The final example deals with a circular sent from Puerto Rico 
in 1860. It entered the U. S. mail system at New York. It was sent 
unpaid and charged double the paid rate (large numeral ‘2’ in the 
cancel). Earlier it was noted that unpaid items were not permit-
ted after April 1, 1855, however, there were certain exceptions.  
Among these were articles carried by ship from foreign countries 
and placed into the mail upon arrival in the United States.

 

   Figure 8

The use of notations for content on circular mail were less 
common in the late 1850’s and early 1860’s.

Postal regulations of June 30, 1863 created a category for 
“third-class mail” and it included printed matter/circulars. The 
rates for such material were given as third-class and the category 
for circular mail no longer existed.

This article has shown examples of markings used to denote 
content and, in my opinion, are a type of auxiliary marking.

(I, as editor, agree completely. These markings make it clear 
that special rates were required on these third-class items.)

 

‘Opened by Permission of Addressee’
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

This is a 1949 Argentina to the U.S. letter that contains matter 
that was found in Atlanta to be ‘PASSED FREE of U.S. CUS-
TOMS.’ In addition, no customs collection or delivery fees were 
collected because the letter package probably contained stamps 
for collectors, items not liable to these fees.

Interestingly, there was also an unusual admonition on the 
letter - ‘Opened by Permission of Addressee.’ This statement 
allowed the customs people in Atlanta to confirm that the material 
in the letter was not liable to customs duty or any fees.
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A Conundrum???
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

This July 25, 1928 intended-for-airmail (airmail stamp only 
allowed for airmail service) Washington, D.C. to Baltimore letter 
was franked with a 5¢ stamp just within the period where the rate 
was 10¢ for-up-to one ounce airmail rate. One might ask why there 
would be airmail service requested on a letter passing only a few 
miles (these cities are very close to one another)?

Anyway, ‘Postage Due 5 Cents.’ Because the due postage 
wasn’t paid by the writer, the letter was sent on via surface (‘OR-
DINARY MAIL’).

Why was the Baltimore 5¢ due stamp placed? Since the letter 
was now a surface letter, nothing was due, so the 5¢ due stamp 
should not have been placed. Can a reader help?

‘item may have been / delayed due to / insufficient postage’
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

This is a 2013 unpaid domestic New Zealand letter with no 
return address. The hs is inaccurate in saying that the ‘item may 
have been delayed due to insufficient postage’ because it was 
actually unpaid. 

I suppose that unpaid postage is by definition ‘insufficient 
postage.’ Since there is no evidence that the unpaid postage was 
collected, one must assume that this letter was never delivered.

Annual Meeting and “Show and Tell” Session Highlight COLOPEX 2019
by Ralph H. Nafziger

The annual meeting was held during COLOPEX on June 
14-15, 2019 in Columbus, OH. We had a table at the show, and 
thanks go to Gary Hendren and his wife Lynda for helping to host 
the table. The Board meeting was held on Friday, June 14. As 
of May 31, there was $3,994,42 in the treasury. There were 139 
members as of June 1. Gary reported on the closure of the scam. 
We recovered all of the funds that were taken, thanks to Gary’s 
efforts and hard work in pursuing the case. NAPEX in McLean, 
VA will host our next annual meeting June 5-7, 2020.

The general membership meeting followed the Board meeting. 
Ralph reviewed the items at the Board meeting. The subsequent 
“show and tell” session drew five attendees. Gary discussed 
underpaid covers with ‘opera glass’ markings from St. Louis. 
Ralph showed several markings including ‘Taxation is Theft’ from 
the Kioajalian Atoll, ‘Return for Contents,’ ‘Written in English’ 
as an aid to censors in India, ‘misthrown to dead letter section, 
Cincinnati, OH,’ ‘stamp off’ in English and French, ‘mail repair 
unit/4th floor, terminal annex/ Denver, CO 80202,’ and a Lima, 

OH cover addressed locally and sent via Greece.
There were five auxiliary markings exhibits in 14 frames at the 

show. The results were: (1) “Letters to the Stars,” Regis Hoffman. 
Large Vermeil, Richard B. Graham Award, (2) “Postal History of 
the Examiner Markings, Type EM-7, Used at the General Post 
Office in New York City, 1902-1920.” Wayne Schuetz, Large 
Vermeil, (3) “Study of New York City Registered Labels: 1883-
1911,” Wayne Schuetz, Gold, (4) “Twisted Caps-Twisted Mail,” 
Gary Hendren, Large Vermeil, President’s Award, and APS Post-
1980 Material Medal of Excellence, and (5) “Censorship on U.S. 
First Day Covers during the World War II Era,”  Ralph Nafziger, 
Gold, AAPE Creativity Award.

Although it is not an auxiliary markings exhibit, Gary Hen-
dren’s “St. Louis Street Car Mail 1892-1915” won a Large Gold 
and the Grand Award at the show. The exhibit also won the APS 
Award of Excellence for the best epilogue and the Postal History 
Society Award. Congratulations to all.
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A Pleasant Journey
by Jeff Lough

(Editor: I have some minor concerns about this explanation of 
Jeff Lough of this second registered cover with paired registration 
numbers. These concerns are placed at end of his explanation.)

The accompanying cover with a hand drawn pointing hand 
(HDFP) was originally mailed from Pleasanton, Kansas and had 
been sent on January 14th during the time when registered first-
class mail could be mailed from Kansas to Indiana for twelve 
cents. The Pleasanton, Kansas post office (PO) placed the smaller 
registration number pair (31/29). It is hypothesized that the two 
numbers were written on registered mail in that era in some smaller 
post offices indicating the total number of registered letters that 
had been issued by and on the date processed up to that point for 
that quarter of the year by that post office (the upper number) 
and the registration number assigned specifically to that cover 
(the lower number).

The Pleasant Hill, Indiana post office had been open from 1833 
until 1882.1 The two cent green stamp (Scott Number 213) was 
not issued until September of 1887. That post office had already 
closed when the cover was sent. The postmark’s year is not shown 
but is most likely January 14, 1888 or 1889.2 

Since the Pleasant Hill post office no longer was in operation, 
it  makes sense that the name was crossed out and it was redirected 
to nearby South Bend, Indiana.3 There, it was undeliverable and 
returned to the writer (the manuscript pointing hand). The cover 
has two sets of registration numbers, 254/247 and 31/29. This is 
because, correctly, since the 1879 PL&R, a returned registered 
cover had to be re-registered and renumbered for its return to 
Pleasanton, Kansas from South Bend, and the larger numbers 
were used from the larger city (South Bend, Indiana), since they 
had more business. 

The killer appears like it may be similar to the Chicago geo-
metrics design identified as GEC-60 in James Coles’ Cancellations 
and Killers of the Banknote Era 1870-1894 II (1995).  The hand, 
like many other HDPFs, has only four fingers and has darkened 
areas at the tips of two fingers that are suggestive of fingernails. 
With the cover addressed to a couple of gentlemen with titles 
identified as “Rev.,” it is possible that it was registered because 
it contained cash and money was being sent as a donation or fees 
to support a local parochial school or orphanage. Catholics had 

organized a nearby Indian mission that had turned into a Catholic 
academy/high school at the time the letter had been postmarked. 
The cover had no contents so this is conjecture.   

Endnote: Bissell, Arthur H. and Thomas B. Kirby (Compilers 
and Editors). The Postal Laws and Regulations of the United 
States of America, Published in Accordance with the Act of Con-
gress Approved March 3, 1879. Washington, D. C.: Government 
Printing Office, 1879.

(Editor: 1. I agree with these dates.
      2. I agree.
      3. South Bend is 152 miles from Pleasant Hill, so not 

nearby. However, it does seem possible that somehow someone in 
Pleasant Hill knew that the addressee had moved and somehow 
readdressed the letter to South Bend (this could not have been 
done by the closed post office).

Paired Registration Numbers
by Jeff Lough and Tony Wawrukiewicz

The two covers in this brief preliminary article were registered 
covers from 1880 and the late 1880s. They both have paired regis-
tration numbers. We cannot find a reference, including Milgram’s 
book about early U.S. domestic registration and the Postal Laws 
and Regulations, that justify the placement of a pair of registration 
numbers (such as 27/27). 

The cover in Figure 1, docketed 1880, apparently weighed up-
to-two ounces and thus was franked with two 3¢ stamps. The 10¢ 

stamp paying the registration fee was also placed.  The Camden, 
Kansas postmaster accepting the letter correctly placed a registra-
tion number (27). However, instead of placing just the 27, a pair 
of 27s were placed. Presumably, one 27 was the actual registration 
number while the second was the total number of registered items 
sent out from Camden in that quarter. Again, we can find no rule 
or law requiring the placement of the pair. The second cover is 
discussed in the second article that follows this one.

Figure 1 Figure 2
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I have discovered some new, ‘Not in Airmail’ type auxiliary 
markings, some of which are interestingly multi-lingual, while 
others are in one of various single languages. Except for the first 
one, they are in chronological order. In some cases, the stamps 
used on the cover were used to define the approximate date of 
the cover. The covers are reduced in size, and the handstamps are 
close to actual size.

The first cover, a domestic Argentina cover in Figure 1, cannot 
be dated because it carries no postage stamp. The item weighed 
9 grams and was, in Spanish, not forwarded by airmail, because 
it was inadequately franked for this service.

    Figure 1

The 1946 cover in Figure 2 was mailed from the Canal Zone 
to the United States. It was intended for airmail service (airmail 
stamp and airmail envelope) but was inadequately franked with a 
6¢ stamp. Therefore,  per the handstamp (hs) ‘Insufficient Postage 
for Dispatch / by Air Mail from Canal Zone,’ so sent on to the 
destination vis surface service.

   Figure 2

In Figure 3 is a 1948 intended-for-airmail (airmail etiquette) 
letter from Israel to the Russian Zone in Germany. The postage 
was inadequate for airmail service so the Hebrew/French hs 
‘INSUFFISAMENT AFFRANCHI POUR / TRANSMISSION 
AERIENNE.’ This hs translates as insufficient postage for airmail 
service; therefore, the letter was sent on by surface mail.

   Figure 3
In Figure 4 is an undated intended-for-airmail (airmail etiquette 

and airmail envelope) Jamaica to Bermuda letter that was short 
paid for airmail service (hs ‘Insufficiently paid for / transmission 
by Air Mail’). Therefore, the letter sent on by surface service. The 
‘VIA AIR MAIL’ etiquette probably should have been obliterated.

The stamp on the letter was from a 1938 to 1951 definitive 
series. However, because this type of hs and handling of interna-
tional short paid airmail did not begin until after World War II, 
the letter probably was mailed after WWII. 

   Figure 4
The post card in Figure 5 was a circa 1953-7 (dated from the 

stamp on the card) intended-for-airmail (airmail etiquette) Barba-
dos to England card. The 1953-7 stamp on the card short paid the 
airmail postage, and so the hs ‘INSUFFICIENT / AIR POSTAGE.’ 
Therefore, the card was taken out of airmail service and was sent 
on for delivery to the addressee by surface mail. The ‘AIR MAIL’ 
etiquette probably should have been obliterated.

More Quite Varied International ‘Not in Airmail’ - Type Markings
by Tony Wawrukiewicz
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        Figure 5
The hs on the letter in Figure 6 is a new one for South Africa. 

It was on a 1954 South Africa to England intended-for-airmail  
(airmail etiquette) letter. The 2 pence stamp short paid the airmail 
rate and so the bilingual (French and Afrikaans) hs, and the letter 
was sent on by surface mail. Correctly, the ‘AIR MAIL’ etiquette 
was obliterated.

     Figure 6

   Figure 7

In Figure 7 is a 1958 intended-for-airmail (airmail etiquette and 
airmail envelope) letter from Ifni to the U.S. The multiple stamps 
on the letter short paid the airmail postage and so the unusual hs 
‘AFFRANCHISSEMANT / INSUFFISANT POUR / COURSE 
AERRIENNE’ was placed. This French hs essentially translates 
as “postage insufficient for airmail service,” and so the letter was 
carried by surface mail to its destination.

The intended-for-airmail (airmail etiquette and airmail en-
velope) 1963 England to U.S. letter in Figure 8 was short paid 
the airmail postage and thus the hs ‘INSUFFICIENT POSTAGE 
PREPAID / FOR TRANMISSION BY AIR MAIL.’ So the letter 
was sent on to destination by surface service. Correctly, the ‘BY 
AIR MAIL’ etiquette was obliterated.

   Figure 8

In Figure 9 is a 1964 intended-for-airmail (torn airmail eti-
quette and ‘URGENT’ admonition on letter) from Kenya to the 
U.S. The postage placed was inadequate for airmail service, thus 
the detailed hs ‘INSUFFICIENTLY PREPAID FOR / Air Mail 
TRANSMISSION AND / FORWARDED BY SURFACE MAIL.’ 
Presumably, rather than obliterate the airmail etiquette, a postal 
worker in Kenya tore it and so esserntially obliterated it.

   Figure 9

The letter in Figure 10 is a circa-1965 (from stamps on cover) 
intended-for-airmail (as indicated by the etiquettes ‘BY AIR’ and 
‘VIA AIR MAIL’) letter short paid by the two 3 pence stamps. As 
such it was sent on via surface mail (as per hs ‘INSUFFICIENT 
POSTAGE FOR AIR / MAIL DIVERTED TO SURFACE MAIL’).
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   Figure 10
The letter in Figure 11 is a circa-1967 (from stamps on cover) 

intended-for-airmail (as per ‘Par Avion’ etiquette) letter short paid 
by the two stamps that frank it. As such it was sent on via surface 
mail (as per hs ‘AFFRANCHISSEMANT INSUFFISAMENT / 
POUR LA VOIE AERIENNE’). LA VOIE AERIENNE translates 
directly as “the aerial way,” and the whole hs essentially means 
that the postage was insufficient for airmail service.

   Figure 11

     Figure 12

The letter in Figure 11 is a circa-1970 (from stamp on cover) 
Great Britain to Australia intended-for-airmail (‘BY AIR MAIL’ 
etiquette) letter short paid by the stamp that franks it. As such it 
was sent on via surface mail (as per hs ‘INSUFFICIENT POST-
AGE / DIVERTED TO / SURFACE MAIL’). 

The letter in Figure 12 is a 1971 Fiji to Great Britain intend-
ed-for-airmail (‘AIR MAIL’ etiquette plus airmail envelope) letter 
short paid by the stamp that franks it. As such it was sent on via 
surface mail (as per hs ‘INSUFFICIENT POSTAGE / FOR AIR-
MAIL.’). Note the single word AIRMAIL in the hs, rather than 
the two words AIR MAIL seen on every other item previously 
discussed.

   Figure 12

The letter in Figure 13 is a circa-1972-9 (dated by stamp on 
letter) Jamaica to the U.S. intended-for-airmail (‘AIR MAIL’ 
etiquette plus airmail envelope) letter short paid by the stamp 
that franks it. As such it was sent on via surface mail (as per hs 
‘INSUFFICIENTLY PAID / FOR TRANSMISSION BY / AIR 
MAIL’). Because the stamp did not even pay the surface postage, 
the T8/9 indicated how much was due in the U.S. before delivery 
could take place there.

   Figure 13
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The letter in Figure 14 is a 1977 Rhodesia to Great Britain 
intended-for-airmail (‘BY AIR MAIL’ etiquette plus airmail en-
velope) letter short paid by the stamp that franks it. As such it was 
sent on via surface mail (as per hs ‘INSUFFICIENT POSTAGE 
FOR AIRMAIL / FORWARDED BY SURFACE MAIL’). Because 
the stamp did not even pay the surface postage, the T4/8 indicated 
how much was due in Great Britain before delivery could take 
place there. The post office in Great Britain was able to use this 
ratio, thus determining that a total of 19 pence was due on deliv-
ery there (this 19 pence included a surcharge that was also due).

   Figure 14
Last are two examples from Zimbabwe, both circa-1990 (dated 

from stamps on the covers) letters, one to the Isle of Jersey, the 
second to Great Britain. Both were intended-for-airmail (airmail 
etiquettes and airmail envelopes), and were short paid for airmail 
service.

The first is shown in Figure 15. As short paid, it was sent 
on by surface mail as per the hs ‘INSUFFICIENT POSTAGE / 
FOR TRANSMISSION BY AIR MAIL’). Like the two earlier 

examples, it was even short paid for surface service, as indicated 
by the T10/25. There is no evidence that this short paid amount 
was collected.

   Figure 15

Interestingly, the second 1990 example (cover not shown) was 
also short paid but only the airmail rate so it was only sent on by 
surface mail without any other amount being due. Surprisingly, 
the hs placed was significantly different from the one in Figure 
15 (‘INSUFFICIENTLY PREPAID FOR / TRANSMISSION BY 
AIRMAIL’). Even the airmail part was not the same!

   Figure 16

For International Mail, Directory Service Continued After 1954
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

The following references are from an article in the April 2019 
issue of our newsletter because this letter represents a departure 
from the ending of directory service that occurred in the early 
1950s.

On April 18, 1950, in Postal Bulletin 19327, we find the 
following announcement: “Directory service is not generally 
available, but at carrier offices where a directory is available, 
directory service is given to registered, certified, insured, COD, 
special delivery and special handling mail; to perishable matter 
and parcels of obvious value.”

This was added in PB 19339 (June 1, 1950): “Article 101, 
Chapter VIII, Manual of Instructions for Postal Personnel, reads as 
follows: 101. All mail which fails of delivery, including circulars 
and other matter not entitled to directory service, should be run 
through first by experienced distributors, with a view to effecting 
delivery of the greatest number of pieces of mail possible.”

Further, we find in PB 19574 (Sept. 23, 1952): “These instruc-
tions did not contemplate or intend, under any circumstances, or 
at any post office, that mail matter of any class would be returned 
to the sender as undeliverable if the location of the addressee was 
known to the postal employees handling it, regardless of whether 
the correct address of the addressee appeared on the wrapper.”

Then, in PB 19611 (Feb. 17, 1953) is stated: “Incorrectly or 
incompletely addressed mail from overseas Armed Forces is given 
directory service and is not returned to the sender until every effort 
is made to deliver it.”

Finally, in Post Offices Circular 1 (Oct. 18, 1954) is added: 
“...and to international mail, except circulars.”

As per the last reference, when the address on the 1955 letter 
from East Germany to the U.S. gave no state name, because this 
was international mail, the New York City post office correctly 
gave directory service by determining the state of address, Illinois, 

and correcting the address by adding this state’s name. The letter 
was then sent on for delivery. The marking is shown correct size.
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The Pressure-Sensitive ‘U’  Marking Redux
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

John Hotchner kindly sent me four other covers with the ‘U’ 
pressure-sensitive marking on them. I now show three of them 
because together they tell an interesting story.

The first cover, in Figure 1, shows a classic use of this marking. 
This is a March 1984 domestic cover, correctly franked at the 20¢ 
for up-to-one ounce first-class rate, addressed to the President. 
Because the address carried no zip code, the ‘U’ label was correctly 
placed indicating this.

The first example, in Figure 1

      Figure 1

     Figure 2

Figure 2 shows a different use of the ‘U’ label as this 1986 
letter was addressed to the wrong zip code (‘DELAYED DUE 
TO / INCORRECT ZIP CODE’ - hs shown actual-size). As the 
ZIP CODE was an incorrect one, the ‘U’ label was placed so that 
it covered the incorrect code. The 39¢ meter paid the domestic 
up-to-two ounce postage rate (22¢ + 17¢).

In the last case, in Figure 3, there is a July 1995 domestic letter 
paid at the 32¢ for-up-to one ounce domestic letter rate, carrying 
both the multi-city ‘C’ label and the ‘U’ label. I am assuming 
that the ‘U’ label was first, incorrectly, placed, then the multi-city 
distribution ‘C’ label was correctly placed.

   Figure 3

The ‘U’-bearing covers that John Hotchner supplied me are 
fascinating to me because they demonstrate that the ‘U’ label had 
at least two basic uses.

An Unusual Address Correction Great Britain Handstamp
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

This cover is a 1960 unpaid domestic Great Britain (GB) 
letter that was misaddressed to Trowle Common in Trowbridge. 
Unusually, a handstamp (hs) was used to readdress the letter to 
Trowle House in Wingfield. Up until the early 1950’s the U.S. 
Post Office Department made a significant effort to readdress 

unmailable, incorrectly addressed letters. Apparently, the GB 
postal service made even later (1960) similar significant efforts 
to make such correction, as evidenced by this misaddressed letter. 
Evidentally, as seen by the postage due hs, twice the unpaid 3 
pence postage was due (6 pence).


